PIP 2018
Agenda
19:30 27th September 2018 @ The Bell public house.
Items to agree / discuss.
1. Date of 2018 PIP. Yeovilton is on the 7th July and Newt's is ?

2. Any new ideas

3. More help on the day. It is not fair that some organisers do not get to have any
time with their families.
Scouts? Would they be interested in supplying some helpers (not very young ones)
on the Saturday from pre event AM to change over before AfterDark. For a donation
of course to save them running a stall. As long as Nigel does not do the clean up on
the Sunday too early like usual then some help here would be good as well.
The stewards we had this year were a great help, should we use again?

4. Letters of thanks to PIP 17 supporters/sponsors with a brief note saying how much
we made and what we propose to do with it
Maybe a press release in gazette post PIP 17

5. Jobs - To be delegated
a) Safety / Security

b) All things music (Bands, Stage & Sound Equipment)

c) Daytime Stalls

d) Food Stalls and Evening Stalls

e) Daytime Entertainment (Displays & Arena)

f) Bar (Staffing & Ordering)

f) Electronic Media

g) Accounts

h) Any other ?

6. More Volunteers / Committee Members

7. Other events (i.e. Fish & Chip lunch again) etc

8. Other causes / donations.
I have a letter from the preschool.
Dee's family wants to become librarians.
Donation to Flower Show to sponsor prizes for a couple of categories
Present for Fred (footpath man). I did not realise that not only does he do a lot of
walking around and liaison with the council but he also does a lot of tidy up work
himself. It might be nice to get him some tools to make his life a little easier.
Defibrillator donation for Parish ?

